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The adaptability of the classical slope-deflection 
method analysis to the analysis of uniformly loaded building 
slab is the subject of this study. The paper demonstrates 
the use of slope-deflection in computing deflections and 
bending moments in uniformly loaded square building slabs 
both with and without central square openings. The results 
obtained are compared with results of other methods found 
by other investigators.
Numerous methods have been proposed for use in solving 
plate or slab problems. The exact solution in the form of 
a fourth order partial differential equation^* has proved 
to be of value in relatively few cases where boundary conditions 
are simple. Approximate methods have been developed but few 
of these have received general acceptance because of their 
complex nature. The developement of slope-deflection equations 
offers the possibility of yielding good results in an 
approximate analysis of solid slabs and of slabs with 
openings. Openings in building slab are common* yet no 
generally accepted method exists for analyzing such slabs.
M o d e m  electronic digital computers provides a means 
for reducing the time required for the long and tedious 
calculation that are frequently encountered in approximate 
analysis of slabs. With good computational facilities* then* 
the analyst can give more effort to develop a system of 
analysis that will yield results closer to the theoretical - 
or so called exact results.
In this paper* LGP-30 computer programming using 
floating point interpretive system 24.2 is used to solve 
the simultaneous equations developed in the analysis. The 1
1. Issac Todhunter and Karl Pearson* _  
and Strength of Materials (Cambridge Unive
A History of Elasticity 
rsiify f e s *  1886)*
2
results have been compared to these obtained from theoretical 
computation introduced by Timoshenko and Wojtaszak2 3.
The technique followed here is to divide the slab into 
an arbitrary number of orthogonal strips that are considered 
to be exactly equivalent to the slab. These strips are 
considered to be beams of the analogous gridwork formed by 
the orthogonal strips. The uniform load is divided up into 
a number of concentrated loads called panel or joint load.
The joint loads are then applied at panel points of the grid 
causing the grid to deflect. The slopes, deflections and 
moments in the grid are assumed to be identical with those 
of the slab at corresponding points. These slopes, deflections 
and moments are the unknowns that must be evaluated in order 
to arrive at a solution. The number of unknowns, and hence 
the number of simultaneous equations required for solution, 
are dependent on the number of the strips that approximate 
the slab. Symmetry can greatly reduce the number of unknowns 
and, as a result, simplify the problem.
Theoretical Method The analysis of theoretical deformations
and stresses was developed in the early nineteenth centry4. 
Theoretical analysis of plate began with the work of developing 
the fourth order partial differential equation5 in terms of 
deflection w, section and material properties D, the transverse 
load q and the generalized coordinates x and y;
. ~ d4w
+ 2«bx?5 F
d4w = aD 1 - 1
This equation is based on the assumptions that the load 
is acting normal to the plate, the deflection is small compared 
with its thickness, and the surface of a portion of such plate
2. S. Timoshenko, Theory of Plate And Shells, New York, 
McGraw-Hill, 19*10, p. 125
3. I.A. Wojtaszak, The Calculation of Maximum Deflection, 
Moment and Shear for Uniformly Loaded RectangularTlate with 
Clamped Edges, ASME Transactions, "T937, V 59, PP A-173-176
W7 L.C. Urquhart, C.E. CMrourke and G. Winter, Design of 
Concrete Structures, New-York, McGraw-Hill, 195^
5. See Chapter V
3can be assumed cylindrical with the axis of the cylinder 
parallel to the length of the plate. The equation is solved 
by integration to obtain its deflection. Furthermore, 
bending moment, twisting moment, normal and shearing stresses 
evolve from the solution of the equation.
The solution for the theoretical calculation will be 
given in the Appendix, and the results of that solution are 
compared with results of the slope-deflection-gyration 
method in Chapter VI.
Grid Work  ^ Gridworks involve essentially a grid of beams
loaded at their points of intersection. In this study the 
beams intersect at right angles and they are rigidly joined 
at points of intersection. Loads applied at grid points 
cause the gridwork to deform, the grid points deflect and 
rotate. Since the deflection of the gridwork is to approximate 
the deflection of the slab that it represents, it is preferable 
to use ci fine grid with many grid points. It is believed that 
the accuracy depends on the number of grid beams that have 
been taken to approximate the slab.
The solution of a grid work is tedious because of its 
high order of indeterminacy, but the computer solution of 
the slope-deflection equations reduces the difficulty.
Method of Slope-Deflection The method has been widely
used in analyzing rigid frame structures. The gridwork is 
a form of rigid frame and can be analyzed by slope-deflection 
method. In analyzing the gridwork by slope-deflection, a 
set of simultaneous linear equation in slope and deflection 
are developed. These equations are then solved on the 
digital computer in this study.
Approximate Method The term approximate as used in this
study concerns the process of the solution of the deformation 
or stresses of any plate problem. The plate problems are 
given by a developement using assumptions which clearly do 
not exactly describe the action but which are considered 
admissible by the nature of the solution. S.
S. Ewell and Okubo, Deflections in Gridworks And Slabs,
ASCE Transaction, v 117* P* 869*890
4Many complex problems have been solved by approximate 
methods with the aid of the slide rule and the desk calculator. 
The nature of the calculations demand simplification because 
of the great amount of time required for more exact solution. 
But, since the developement of the electronic computer, the 
analyst is permitted to set up more exacting requirements 
and consequently to obtain more accurate results. In the 
case of this study, the solution to the slab problems are 
approximate in that the gridworks do not exactly represent 
the actual slab. But, the agreement between the gridwork 
and the slab draws closer as the grid becomes finer^o The 
computer makes it possible to use much more closely spaced 
grids than would be possible with the slide rule or the 
desk calculator by reducing the time required for a solution.
This paper establishes sets of simultaneous linear 
equations which are obtained from fundamental theory and 
solves these equations for deformations and stresses byo
Gauss-Jorden Reduction . The number of simultaneous linear 
equation that may constitute a set theoretically is limited 
only by the capacity of the computing machine.
The analysis of the building slab is to be developed 
in the following chapters. A general derivations for slope- 
deflection is given in Chapter II along with the equations 
for the torsional effect. Since the joint load analysis 
constitute a major part in a gridworks, two approaches - 
continuity and discontinuity - of determin ing this load is 
illustrated in Chapter III. A brief study of torsional 
rigidity is given in Chapter IV because the torsional effect 
is not negligible in such work. In order to discuss the 
numerical results obtained from the slope-deflection- 
gyration method, theoretical data are necessary. Chapter V 
gives a study of classical solution and two general hyperbolic 
equations are introduced to the computer work and the result
7- H. Marcus, Die Theorie Elasticher Gewebe und ihre 
An wen dung auf die Berechnung biegsamer Platten, Julius 
Springer, Berlin, 1924
8. F.B. Hilderbrarid, Introduction to Numerical Analysis,
New York, McGfaw^ffillj 1956, p. 429
5is used as a comparison in Chapter VII. A step by step 
procedure is illustrated for one case, and results of analyses 
of eleven cases are shown in Chapter VI. The results from 
Chapter VI are discussed and elastic curves are drawn in 
Chapter VII. The summary and conclusions are seen in Chapter VIII.
6Chapter II
SLOPE AND DEFLECTION
General The slope-deflection method was originally
developed by Manderla(1878-1879) and by Otto-Mohr(1892- 
1893) for the purpose of analyzing secondary trusses in 
plane trusses, and developed by Maney in 1815^ as a general 
method for the solution of rigid-joint and statically 
indeterminate beams.
This method consists a series of simultaneous equations 
expressing the relation between the moments, slopes and 
deflections at ends of certain members of rigid frames or 
continuous beams. The solution of a set of such simultaneous 
equations gives either the end moments directly or, more 
frequently, the slope and deflection of the various joints 
from which values the moments may be computed.
In this method all joints are considered to be rigid. 
This requires' that all members framing into a rigid joint 
behave in exactly the same way at the joints all rotate or 
twist through the same angle and all deflect the same amount. 
Rotations of joints are generally treated as the unknowns.
The relation usually used in setting up the necessary 
simultaneous equations is that of the equilibrium of a 
joint. Every joint is in equilibuium under the action of 
moments applied to it by the members there meeting, and the 
sum of the moments acting on the ends of the members at any 
joint, as a statical consideration, must equal zero.
The moment at the end of a restrained member consists 
of three elementss (1) Moment due to a moment acting at
the far end of the beam, (2) Moment caused by deflection of 
one end of the beam with respect to the other end, and (3) 
Moment caused by load on the beam.
Sign Convention Positive moment rotates a joint clockwise
and the corresponding end of the beam counterclockwise.
9- N.J. Hoff, The Analysis of Structure, New York, John 
Wiley and Sons, 1956, Appendix”T, p. 452
7
Clockwise rotation of joint is positive. Joint deflection 
that rotates a line joining the ends of a beam clockwise 
is positive. In any specific problems* the direction of
the transverse loading serves to indicate the direction of
f feach fixed end moment M , and therefore* shows whether M
is plus or minus.
The end moment which acts at end A of member AB is 
denoted as Mab* that at end B of member AB as ^ba*
For the equilibrium condition* summation of all moments 
acting on each joint must be zero. Thus* joint condition 
at A and B(Fig. 2s Is A)*
Mba + Mbc = ° 2-1-A
Mcb + Med = 0 2-1-B
Similarly* at joint 0* Fig. 2sl;C* the couple M is 
balanced by beam moments*
M - Mop + M oq + 2-1-C
Furthermore* all end moments can be obtained by the 
slope-deflection equations provided that all joint rotations 
and deflections are known.
Derivation of Equations A simple beam of variable cross
section is loaded in the transverse direction and is acted 
upon by two end moments Ma and as shown in Fig. 2s 2. It 
is required to express Ma and in terms of the end slopes 
0a and 0^. Applying the sign convention stated above* and 
using the principle of minimum potential energy* the end 
moments are obtained in terms of the slope and deflection 
for any specified member.
(1) Reactions: The reactions at two ends A and B 
due to the applied load and moment are obtained by taking 
the whole basic structure as a free body(Fig. 2:2)*
R« — BRo - ^  + M b
Rfa “ BRb *



















Fig. 2:2 Deformations and Bending Moment 
Diagram of A Simple Beam
where BRa and BR^ represent the simple beam reactions at A 
and B due to the transverse loads.
(2) Bending Moments: The bending moment at any section
x is
Mx = Rax + Ma + SM^ . 2-3
where SMj^  is the static moment due to loads, 
the Eqs. 2-2-A into Eq. 2-3*
M + ML
Mx = (BRax + SMx) - x + Ma




where x 1 = L-x, and BMx=BRax + SM^ ^
(3) Strain Energy: The total elastic strain energy of 





= / a  (Ma E '  “b E  + BMx)2 a i r
(4) Potential Energy of Loads: Rankine^ introduce the 
potential energy of a equilibrium system. For end displacements 
Aa and A^ and end rotations ©a and 0^(Fig. 2:2), the potential 
energy, J~l , is expressed as:
^  " ( V a  + V b  + Ma0a + V b >  2~6
(5) Total Potential Energy: For the conservative systems 
the total potential energy,tt, is:
7T + U 2-7-A
10. W.J.M. Rankine, General Law of Transformation of Energy, 
Proc. of the Phil. Sec. of Glasgow, Vol.ltl, V, 1&53
11
= / a K  m ~  -(RaAa + V b  + Maea + Mb6b>
A
= Jl K i t  -*% I + BMx)2 sir - [(BRaX
M  +M. n
- - T T 1 Aa + Maea + (BRb + "VX + Vbj 2^-°
(6) Principle of Minimum Potential Energy: A motionless
conservative system is in stable equilibrium if, and only if
11its potential energy f is a relative minimum , which agrees 
with the Castigliano*s second theorem of least work, aid hence,
_ 8tt 
3Ma - 3Mb 0 2 - 8
(7) Equations of Deformation: From Equation 2-4-B,














MaFab - ■M bGba + tab “ V  " °a - 0 2-12-A
where
the angular flexibility of beam AB,
11. O.D. Kellogg, Foundations of Potential Theory, Dover 
Publications, New York, 1953
12
Which is the slope of simple beam AB at A due to a unit 
moment at A.
*ba J® xx»dxA L 5 l f "  ' the angular carry-over value which isA “ x
the slope of simple beam AB at B due to a unit moment at A.
T ab
ft BM x*dx
= J ^  — j-gnj—  , the angular load function, Which is
the slope of the simple beam AB at A due to external loads.
-A + A* A
Y  = — — 2. = _  9 the angle change of original beam 
due to relative yielding of supports.
Similarly, by





’ J  A ^ x
/B BM^xdx
J Aba  LEI
G , = Gn ab ba
Equating Eqs. 2-12-A and 2-12-B to eliminate 
Ma(FabFba ’ GabGba) + ( W Ka - W k  Jab b lba ba
- t(Fba + Gba) - ®aFba + 6bGba = 0 2-13
let N FabFba “ GabGba*
fba ^ba 
N wa + NM . = ^  «. + b -(r)+




N «  Kab 2-15
= S a ^ a 2-16
13
Fba + Gba „
N ' ~ bab 2 -1 7
ba^ba ~ 'Tab^ba
N - ™ a b 2-18
Then Eq. 2-14 becomes
Ma = Kab®a + CbaKba6b + Sa.b® + FMab 2-19-A
Similarly,
“ b - CabKabSa + Kba«b + Sba(r) + FMba 2-19-B
Eqs. 2-19 are the forms of slope-deflection equations,
For constant cross sections El is constant and,
r r F* x2dx L 
rab " rba ~ J  0 L2EI ~ 3EI 2-20
Ga^ = G^a (By Maxwell*s Reciprocal Theorem)
P1 xx* dx L 2-21~ J D L 2EI " 6EI
N “ FabFba GabGba 12(El)2 2-22
„ Fab 4EI 
Kab " N “ L 2-23
r v r  k - Gab 2EI 
uabKab “ ^ a ' S a  " N _ ~ 2-24
s  - s -SSL“ab “ “ba “ L 2-25
Finally, the familiar form of slope-deflection becomes
M  4EI e 2EI „ 6EI&
Ma ~ L ® a + 1 “b + L + ™ a b 2-26-A
„  2EI a 4EI e , 6 El A . 
M b - L ® a + L ® b + L + ™ b a 2-26-B
Eqs. 2-26 will be widely used in this building slab analysis.
Application to The Gridwork A rigid frame consists of a
series of structural members, lying either in a simgle plane 
(two dimensions) or in space (three dimensions), with stiff 
joints capable of resisting bending moments. Such frames 
are usually highly indeterminate and the exact computation 
of the deformations and stress analysis is complicated. The 
clamped ended beam of Fig. 2:3 falls into the category of a 
rigid frame in two dimensions. Its occurrence is common in 
theory, yet it is statically indeterminate to the third 
degree. The six equations required for solution of the 
reactions are supplied by the three equations of statics 
and three equation of elastic deformation. The methods of 
least work, moment areas, moment distribution, column analogy 
and slope-deflection, and others, serve to obtain the solution 
of such highly indeterminate structures. A grid work is a 
form of a rigid frame. The grid work is loaded normally to 
the plane of the grid system whereas the rigid frame is 
loaded in the plane of the structure.
Various methods have been reported for analyzing 
gridworks. Among these has been methods using theory ofip 14
elasticity , and the moment distribution and static ratio 
The statics ratio method takes into account the torsional 
rigidity of grid beam, but it is somewhat cumbersome to 
handle. It appears that the digital computer might make 
the slope-deflection method feasible for this type of 
analysis because bending and torsion can be accounted for 
and the computer makes the solution of simultaneous linear 
equations a relatively simple matter.
Slope-Deflection and Gyration In analyzing gridworks,
torsional rigidity is usually neglected. This practice is 
based on the assumption that the torsional effect is small 
and can be neglected. In Case IV of slabs analyzed in this 
paper, the rotations and deflections are computed assuming 
zero torsional rigidity. From the results of the analysis 
of that case which is not appeared in the paper it is found
12. S. Timoshenko and J.N. Goodier, op. cit.,
13. P.M. Fergusoncand A.H. White, op. cit.,
14. H.L. Furr, op. cit.,
Loads
Fig. 2:3 Beam with Clamped Edges
Fig. 2:4 Torsional Effects on A Joint
16
that the maximum deflection is 17 per cent less than that 
found by the plate equation. This indicates that the torsional 
effect and/or rigidity is far from negligible in that kind 
of gridwork.
ISA method of slope-deflection has been reported J that 
takes into account rotations, torsion, and deflection.
That method is used on slab analysis in this paper. A simple 
and typical gridwork is shown in Fig. 2:4.
The equilibrium of joint B in the plane parallel to 
axis ABC is studied below all angular deformations in that 
plane are referred to as rotations and all angular deformations 
in planes parallel to axis DBE are referred to as gyrations.
Assume first an unloaded, undeformed structure. Since 
superposition is valid, the total flexure end moment and 
torsional end moment can be obtained py considering the 
deflections, rotations and gyrations respectively.
(1) Deflections exist but rotations and gyrations 
are restrained. The flexure end moments M ^ ,  M^a due to a 
vertical displacement of Aa and A^ of joint A and B are 
obtained by the energy method of foregoing sections:
MabA = Sab f  = <Kab +
Hence
MabA = - Kab*1 + Cab> tah + + Cab> E^b 2'2^ k
“baA = ' *b«(1 + °ba) tah + Kba^1 + °ba)
in which is the flexure stiffness factor of AB at A; K^a
is the flexure stiffness factor of AB at B; Cab is the carry­
over factor in flexure from A to B, C ^ i s  the carry-over factor 
in flexure from B to A; and is the span length of AB. 
Similar expressions can be written for members BC, BD and 
BE.
(2 ) Rotation of joints, but deflections and gyrations
are restrained. _________________
15. I. Martin and J. Hernandez, Orthogonal Gridworks Loaded 
Normally to Their Planes, Journal of The Structural Division, 
January i960, p. 1-12
17
A. Rotation at The flexure moments Mabg 






B. Rotation at B| The flexure Moments Mab^ and MbaQ due 





Similar expressions may written for members BC, BD and BE, 
In member BD, torsional end moments T ^ ^ a n d  T^bg will 




Similar expressions may be written for member BEo




Rotation at D causes torsional end moments Tb<jg and 
in member BD* ^
Tbded - ■ ^Tbd®d 2-31-A
Tdb0d = KTbd9d 2-31-B
E. Rotation at E produces similar effects as well as 
similar equation for member BE.
(3) Loads are applied and deflection, rotation and 
gyration are restrained. Then, flexure end moments FMab 
and FMba exist at ends A and B.
18
The final flexure end moments ar*d M^a in member
AB are
Mab = MabA + Mab6a + Mab©, + FMab 2-32‘Aa b
»ba = “baA + * W  + Mbae, + FMba 2‘32-Ba b
By substituting Eqs. 2-27* 2-28 and 2-29 into 2-32,
Mab=FMab+ ‘W 1 + C- )  ^  ^'ab ab
- A.
+ Kab6a + CbaKba®b 2-33-A
t=™ba+ Kba^1 + Cba) + CabKab6a + Kba6b 2*33-B
Similar expressions can be written for member BC.
For members of constant section, Eqs. 2-33 can be reduced to
K . A, - Aa
Mab = ^ a b  + 2 ^  (26a + 6b + 3 )
Kab







\diich is another form of slope and deflection derived on 
Page 13.
For the final torsional end moments Tbd and Tdb in 
member BD,
Tbd “ FTbd + Tbd©b + Tbded
Tdb “ FTdb + Tdb0b + Tdbed
2-35-A
2-35-B
By substituting Eqs. 2-30 and 2-31 into Eqs. 2-35*
Tbd “ FTbd + KTbd6b _ KTbd®d 2-36-A
Tdb “ ^ d b  ‘ ^Tbd®b + KTbd6d 2-36-B
for the final torsional end moments and in
BE, similar results are obtained.
member
19
Equations 2-33* 2-36 are the basic equations of the 
slope-deflection-gyration equations»
If no external moment is applied at joint B* equilibrium 
requires that the summation of internal moments and torsions 
at joint B in the ABC plane equal zero.
The torsional end moment in the above equations are 
the torsional effects in the gridwork. Analysis by numerical 
examples shows that this torsional effect is not negligible 




General This analysis assumes a fixed uniformly distributed
load,and for this purpose of the analysis the source of the 
load is immaterial. In order to simplify the work the uniformly 
distributed load is replaced by a system of concentrated loads 
assumed to be equivalent in effect to the uniform load.
The effect of this assumption on final results has not been 
investigated.
Joint Loads In beam analysis uniformly distributed loads
are sometimes reduced to a system of equivalent concentrated 
loads in order to simplify analyses. The uniform, loads 
carried by the slabs of this problem are treated in a similar 
manner in that the load over an area is reduced to equivalent 
concentrated panel loads. The accuracy of the grid calculation 
depends on the number of strips in the slab, i.e., the finer 
the grid the greater the accuracy. The number of simultaneous 
equations is controlled by the number of strips, consequently, 
the accuracy depends roughly on the number of simultaneous 
equations.
There are at least two approaches in approximating the 
joint loads. One of these which is referred to as the simple 
joint load - the load at any joint is the total load of the 
equivalent area that the joint carries. Another joint method
which regards the continuity of the structure is discussed
16and an example follows. This method gives results that 
probably come closer to reality than the simple method 
because the continuity of the grid is taken into account. 
Illustration A - Joint load regarding the continuity of slab. 
This illustration takes continuity of the grid into account 
in computing panel loads. Assume a simply supported slab,
16. H.L. Furr, op. cit.,
21
18 ft. by 18 ft. by 6 in. divided into 3 strips in each direction. 
In determining the modulus of shear use Poisson*s ratio =1/6.
The total load intensity p=275 lbs per sq. ft. It is required 
to find joint loads and reactions at each simply supported edge. 
For external beams w^=275(3+l* 5)=l238 lbs/sq ft.
For internal beams w=275(3 + 3)=1650 lbs/sq ft.
Table 1 shows the distribution factors for this specified 
slab problem. The torsional stiffness factor of a member is 
represented by 0, and DF = 0K/Z0K is the moment distribution 
factor. ^  is the total bending moment on a strip at a joint 
due to load of uniform intensity w. The assumption is made 
that the slab is supported at each joint of the grid. The 
reactions at joints are numerically equal and opposite in 
sign to the panel loads of the corresponding grid work.
R and R represent reaction due to a continuity and simplec s
beam action respectively. N,S,E,W represent directions north, 
south, east and west respectively. North is the top of page 
unless otherwise specified.
The final results of the joint loads obtained from 




Fig. 3* 1 Slab Dimensions And Joint Loads
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0k 20K' L 
relo
1-W 6 3 2 3.000 6.000 .403
1-N 6 3 2 1. 624 3-248 .2191 14.872
1-S 6 6 1 1. 624 1.624 .109
1-E 6 6 1 4.000 4.000 .269
2-W 6 6 1 4.000 4.000 .311
2-N 6 3 2 1.624 3.248 .252
2 12.872
2-S 6 6 1 1.624 1, 624 .126
2-E 6 6 1 4o 000 4.000 .311
2 1 -W 6 3 2 3.000 6o 000 .452
2 1 *N 6 6 1 lo 624 1. 624 . 128
2* 13.248
2 1 -S 6 6 1 1„ 624 lo 624 .123
2 * -E 6 6 1 4.000 4.000 . 302
3-W 6 6 1 4.000 4.000 .356
3-N 6 6 1 lo 624 1.624 .144
3 11.248
3-S 6 6 1 lo 624 1.624 .144
3-E 6 6 1 4.000 4.000 .356
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Table 2 Computations for Joint Loads by Moment-Distribution
Joint W-l 1-W 1-N 1-S 1-E 2-W 2-N
Bend Bend Twist Twist Bend Bend Twist







































p 1330 6869 8690 lbs
Joint W-2* 2 1 -W 2»-N 2 * -S 2 * -E 3-W 3-N
Bend Bend Twist Twist Bend Bend Twist

































p 1307 8690 11000
__________ 1
lbs
Total slab load: (18)(18)(275)=89100 lbs
Total panel load: 8Pa=(8)(1330)=10640





Round off error = .0045 per cent
B - Simple panel load(regardless of the continuity of 
slab). The center lines between the assumed grid beam divide 
slab into arbitrary numbers of area that to approximate the 
slab. The panel load of this divided area is then applied 
at each joint.
Fig. 3°2 Simple Panel Loads (Loading is 
symmetrical about three axes)
P!“ (^-5)(4.5)(275) =5568.75 lbs
P2=(^5)(6)(275) =7425 lbs
Po=(6)(6)(275) =9900 lbs
P. = (6h4. 5) (275)=2165 lbs
Pl=(6)(1.5)(275) =2475 lbs
4PX = 22275 
4P2 = 29700 
P3 = 9900
8PA = 17325 
4Pl  = 9900
2 = 89100 lbs
Total slab load: 89IOO lbs
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Chapter IV
TORSIONAL RIGIDITY AND BEAM STIFFNESS
General The primary assumption for a bar having a constant
circular section is that plane section remain plane as the 
bar is twisted. If the bar is subjected to a couple T* the 
shearing stress at any point of the section is
in which* C is the distance from neutral axis to the point 
of stress*




in which* L is the length of the bar* G is the shearing 
modulus of elasticity of the material* 0 the total angle of
twist and 0/L is the angle of twist per unit of length.17St. Venant ' in his classical analysis of the torsion 
states that if a non-circular bar is subjected to its 
transverse direction a couple* the plane section will not 
remain plane after twisting. The proof follows that the 
shear stress must be along a set of concentric circles* 
as in the circular section if it is twisted. Since shear 
stresses act on the concentric circles it follows by 
equilibrium of any element in a section that elements 
outside of the circles must also be stressed. From this it 
is required on the free boundary surface which requirement
17. Issac Todhunter and Karl Pearson* A History of The 
Elasticity And Strength of Material* (CamFridge University 
Fress 1393)* Vol II Part”!. 1-63
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cannot be met. Consequently, elements on the face of the 
cross section must rotate which causes the section to deform 
into a warped surface(Fig. 4s1).
Torsion of A Bar Having Rectangular Cross Section The
twist of a shaft of rectangular section is complicated due to 
the warping of the cross section during twisting. An 
experiment can be made by twisting a rectangular bar of 
rubber on whose faces a system of small squares has been 
traced as shown in Fig. 4s Is A. After twisting, Fig. 4slsB, 
the distortion of the small squares varies along the side 
of this cross section, reaching a maximum value at the middle 
and disappearing at the corners. This is due to the condition 
of maximum shearing stress at the middle and zero at the 
corner of the cross section. From the St. Venant»s classical 
analysis'^,
(Ss W :  = 4-4
in which, a is the longer and b the shorter side of the 
rectangular cross section and a is a numerical factor 
depending upon the ratio a/b. Values of a is tabulated in 
Table 3« The angle of twist per unit length in the rectangular 
cross section is given by the equation,
© _ Mt j, _cL ~ 4 5
and the total angle of twist for a member of length L ,
M L
6 = pab°6 4-6
The values of the numerical factor p are given in Table 3» 
It is seen that for very narrow cross section(a/b is 
great), a and p approach a value of 1/3. Using 1/3 for the
18. J .P . Den H artog, Advanced Strength  o f  M a ter ia ls , newYork, McGraw-Hill, 1952, Chapter 1.
(A) B efore T w istin g
(B) After Twisting
Fig. 4s 1 Rectangular Bar of Rubber
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values of a and p the equations for maximum shearing stress 
and the angle of twist become,
3M.
(Ss\nax = ab* ^"7
6 3Ht 
L “ ab°G 
3HtL 
0 = T E %
Table 3 Numerical Values a and p for Computing The
Twist of Rectangular Cross Section
a/b 1.00 1.50 1.75 2.00 2,50 3.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 00
a .208 .231 .239 .246 .256 .267 .282 .299 .307 .3 13 .333
e . H I .196 .214 .229 .249 .263 .281 .299 .307 .3 13 .333
4-8
4-9
These results have been proved from Prandtle*s membrane 
analogy^. Eq. 4-6 has been modified2^,
<*t = M k
or
T = 0tEK9
This last equation is used in this paper as the 
general equation for torsional moment for various cross 
sections. Values of various 0t are discussed below.
0 Value21 The mathematical theory of the torsion of
bars or shafts of non-circular cross section is long and 
complicated. The following relations developed by the theory 
of elasticity are applicable in gridwork analysis. They
19. J.p. Den Hartog, op. cit.,
20. H.L. Furr, op. cit.,
21. H.L. Furr, op. cit.,
4-10
4-11
Table 4 0t Values
Values of 0t for various side ratios (a/b) of 
Rectangular section i tors'on
^=0.321429(16/3 - Xb/a)
a/b (b/a) (X) (16/3 - Xb/a)
2.00 3-34885 1.67442 3.65891 1.17608
2.25 3.35564 1.49140 3.84193 1.23491
2.50 3- 35873 1.34349 3.98984 1.28245
3.0 3-36079 1.12026 4.21307 1.35420
3.50 3.36121 0.96035 4.37298 1.40560
4.00 3- 36132 0.84033 4.49300 1.44418
4.50 3.36133 0.74696 4.58637 1.47419
5.00 3.36133 0.67226 4.66107 1.49820
6.00 3-36133 0. 56022 4.77311 1.53422
7.00 3-36133 0.48019 4.85314 1. 55994
. 8.00 3-36133 0.42017 4.91316 1. 57923
9.00 3-36133 0.37344 4.95989 1. 59425
10.00 3-36133 0.33713 4.99720 1.60624
11.00 3.36133 0.30558 5.02775 1.61606
12.00 3-36133 0 .28 0 11 5.05322 1.62425
13.0 0 3-36133 0.25856 5.07477 1.63118
14.00 3-36133 0.34010 5.09323 1.63711
15 .0 0 3-36133 0.22409 5.10924 1. 64226
refer to a rectangular section of dimensions 2a by 2b. The 
following relations exist*
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l = (atb»)(16/3 - Abt/at ) £ 4-12
Ix x =  (2at )(2bt)3/l2 4 -13
atbt = (3/4)Xxx 4-14
G = 2(1 *V) 4 -15
T is torsional moment, © is the total angle of twist over 
the twisted length Lfc, A is a shape factor depending on 
ratio of sides, 2at/2bt* G is shearing modulus of elasticity 
^diich equals to (3/7)E when V  = 1/6 or equals to .03125E for 
~U — .3* Substituting for G and &tb®,
(T/eHl^/EI^) = .321429(16/3 -Xbt/at ) = 0t 4-16
or
T  =  4 ’ 1 7
Eq. 4-17 will be used as a torsional equation in this paper. 
Later on, the 0^  value is obtained from Eq. 4-16. In this 
study strip widths selected are such as to make the ratio 
of beam width to beam depth range approximately between 
3 and 15. The shape factor X for this range of ratio may 
be taken to be 3.36132 for determining the 0t value.
Values of 0t and the relation between the ratio of at/bfc 
versus 01 are shown in Table 4.
Stiffness Stiffness is defined as that moment vrtiich,
when applied at the simply supported end of a beam, will cause 
unit rotation of that end \rtien the far end is fixed against 
rotation.
With reference to the frame shown in Fig. 4s 2 the 




Fig. 4:2 Joint Rotation And Free Body Diagram
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(1) ©a = - ©b --- Beam rotates the same angle at both
ends in the opposite direction.
(2) ©c - 0^ — - Beam rotates the same angle at both 
ends in the same direction.
(3) ©c = 0 -—  Beam is fixed at C.
(4) = 0 --  Beam is simply supported at D.
“ba = 2EIW 2eb + ®a) = EIW 2eb) *-*9-A
% e  " 2EKbe(20b + «.) - EKbe(60b)
= 2E!W 2eb + ®d) = «bdO®b) 4-19_C
“be = 2EKbc<2eb + ®c> = EKbc^b) 4-19-D
If the stiffness is signified by S, the slope-deflection 
analysis gives;
S = 4EI/L = 4EK 4-18
If the far end support is simply supported, a smaller moment 
will cause unit dotation at the near end; that is the 
stiffness is modified to give S=3EK. With reference to 
member b-e in Fig 4:2 let rotation at b equal to rotation at 
e and of the same direction. For that condition S=6EK.
For member a-b when end rotations are equal but in opposite 
directions, S=2EK. The derivation follows using the 
slope-deflection method.
The quantity CEK is known as the beam stiffness 
factor. For the beams illustrated C takes on values of 
2,3,4,and 6. When the relative stiffness of several beams 
is of concern, some convenient value such as unity may 
be assigned as the stiffness factor of one beam. The 
stiffness factors of the other beams then may be expressed 
as factors of the chosen one. The stiffness factor is 
considered to be zero if any of the consecutive beams has 
no fixed point, the magnitude of M at that beam will not 




Plate Analysis The fundamental equation in the bending
of straight beams states that the bending moment is the 
stiffness El times the curvature d2y/dx2 of the neutral 
line of that beam. A plate is a two dimensional generlization 
of a beam* hence* the derivation of the equations similar 
to the beam equation.
Second And Fourth Order Partial Differential Equation for 
Plate Consider a plate of uniform thickness t* simply
supported on two opposite sides. Assume that this plate 
is bent to the cylindrical surface of Fig. 5s1* and that 
a strip of unit width with’ rectangular cross section and 
length of L is taken into discussion. Deflection is 
small with respect to plate dimensions.
Let the x and y axes be mutually perpendicular and 
y-axis coincide with the simply supported edges of the plate 
and let downward z-axis be positive. Then this strip is 
considered as a bar of rectangular section of a beam which 
has a length of L and depth of t. In calculating the 
bending stresses in such a bar* assumption is made as in 
the case of ordinary beam theory that the cross sections 
of the bar remain plane during bending so that only rotation 
with respect to their neutral axes exist. If normal forces 
at the ends of the bar are neglected* the unit elongation 
of a fiber parallel to the neutral axis is proportional to 
its distance z from the neutral axis. The curvature of 
the deflection curve then equals to -d2w/dx2* where w is 
the deflection of the bar in the z-direction. The deflection 
w is small compared with bar length L. The unit elongation 
€ of a fiber at a distance z from the neutral axis(Fig. 5*2)
ppis equal to -z d2w/dx2
Hook*s law is valid* and the unit elongations 6__ and €x y
22. J.P. Den Hartog„Advanced Strength of Materials* New York Mcgraw-Hill, 1952, p. 105 “
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Fig. 5s 2 Deformations And Stresses in Plate
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acting on the element in terms of normal stresses 0“x and <Ty
6 = C*e x E v E
(Tv ,(TX£  ^0 e y E E
5-1
5-2
where E is the modulus of elasticity of the material of 
plate and ~J is Poisson's ratio0 Because of the continuity 
of the plate the elongation in y-direction should be zero, 
then in Eq. 5-2 6y = 0, and CT^ /e ^(T^/E. Substituting 
this into Eq. 5;1* one obtains
6 x




Eq. 5-2 must be used only if normal force in x-direction 
is considered.
The bending moment in the elemental strip due to the 
stress (T is:X
The term Et3/l2 (l-l)2) is constant for homogeneous 
material of a plate of constant thickness and is designated 
as D, the flexure rigidity of the plate(or plate stiffness) 
which takes places of El in ordinary beam rigidity in the 
beam theory.
tv - Et3 





If only forces normal to the plane of the plate act 
on the plate the expression for the bending moment M  can 
be readily derived* and the deflection at any point of the 
plate can be obtained simply by integrating Eq. 5~7° But 
in practice* the equation is much more complicated because 
the plate is usually attached to the boundary* and the edges 
are not free to rotate.
Next* if the internal normal forces in two directions 
are considered* the equations for bending moment can be 
derived as follows :
denotes the bending moment per unit length of the 
edges parallel to the y-axis and the bending moment per 
unit length of the edges parallel to the x-axis. Since 
the element priiieh is considered in this study is two 
dimensional* the neutral plane - middle plane - is considered 
instead of the neutral axis.
xy-plane and direction of the z-axis are the same as 
in the foregoing discussion.
Let 1/R-l and l/Rg denote the curvatures of the neutral 
surface in sections parallel to the zx and the zy-planes 
respectively* then the unit elongations in the x and y- 
directions of an elemental sheet abcd(Fig. 5°° 4) a distance 







Fig. 5:3 Bending Moments zAnd strips in
The Plate Fig, 5'^ Element A of Fig, 3
X
(A) (B)




Ez ! Sgw w \
Stresses are proportional to the distance z from the 
neutral plane. Moments of the internal forces acting on 
the sides of the element are equal to the moment of the 
external couples* hence,
t/2





where Mx and M^ are moments in xz-plane and yz-plane. 
Substituting Eqs. 5-9 into Eqs. 5-10 for (T and (T ix ySince,
E z2dz “ 1-= v “- / 0 22 dz
l z 3 \|t/2 Et3





If m ^ M ^ M ,  the curvatures of the deflection surface in 
two perpendicular directions are equal and the surface is 
spherical, R ^ R ^ R  hence from Eqs. 5-12
(1 + ^ > i
MD 5-13
or
1 - M  R D(X+L>) 5-14
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Thus the spherical deflection surface is obtained 
for a plate of any shape if the bending moments M are uniformly 
distributed along the edges. For the deflections of the plates, 
assumptions have been made:
(1) The loads act normal to the middle plane of the plate.
(2) The edges of the plate are free to rotate.
(3 ) Deflections are small compared with plate thickness.
(4) The reactive forces are normal to the middle plane 
at edges.
(5) Strain in the middle plane of plate during bending is 
neglected.
In addition to bending moments Mx and M^ . of the 
foregoing study, twisting moment M is taken into account.
The vertical shearing forces acting on the sides of the element 






Qy " J ■t/2^yZ





of the coordinates x and y. The changes of moment (bending and 
torsion) and shear between faces of the element are dx,
dM dQ
dx and dx for x-direction and corresponding changes
in the y-direction.
Fig. 5:7 shows the middle plane and the distribution 
of stresses. Let q be the intensity of load positive downward. 
The summation of forces in z-direction is zero, hence




Fig. 5^6 Element A  of Fig. 5:3
Fig. 5:7 Stresses on Middle Surface
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and the summations of the moment about x-axis equals zero.
dM dM
y dxdy - •gft- dydx + Q dxdy = 0 5-18
The moment due to q and due to the change in the force Q^ . 




Sy + Qy " 0 5-19-A
similarly,
SV  + 9Mx 0 _ 0
3y + SIT ' Qx - 0 5-19-B
which in addition of Eq. 5-17 defines the equilibrium of 
the element. From Eqs. 5-17 and Eqs. 5-19*
d2M
dx* h dxdy + dy*
5\ v  m .
dx<3y ^ 5-20
Since Myx=-M by virtue of *Txy='tyx* Eq- 5-20 can 
be written in the form;
dx^ ^y2 dxdy^ ^
From Eq.5-12, Mx=”D (f^ + My=“D(§^ + ^ 3 x ^  and
d2w= - M  - D(l-V)'xy yx v ' dxdy
Substituting these expression in Eq. 5-2l, finally^
5-22
d4w  Q d 4W  d4W  _ £
dx4 dx^dy2 dy4 D 5-23
which is the fundamental fourth order partial equation of
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plate deflection. Boundary condition must be used to determine 
the constants of integration. Eq. 5“23 may be rewritten as
The differential operator(Laplace Operator)2^ is denoted 
as V2 and hence Eq. 5-24 again may be rewritten as
V 4w 5-25
Theoretical Deflections for Rectangular Plates with Simple 
And Clamped Edges The equation for the deflected surface
of a plate of simply supported edges has been expressed as 
follows2^
w=





2a v m sin mTTX4a 5-26




and x, y-axis are taken as in Fig. 5-8.
For the clamped edges equation25
- x2H ^  - y2 )
Pa3
TGtF d" [ 5
n=l, 3
for deflection follows: 
.mrx
n cos-




n — 13 3 • •
c o s ^
cosh3 2g§_
5-28
23. J.P. Den Hartog, op. cit.
24. S. Timoshenko, op. cit. ,
25. I.A. Wojtaszak, op. cit.,
9
5-2 9-A
Yn = b sinh|J^ cosh2|Y - 2y cosh^-— - sinh£|Y 5-29-B
Xn = a s in h ^ ^  coshSjlp -  2x  cosh^g^ s in h ^ ^
in \diich,
a = length of plate in x-direction 
b = length of plate in y-direction 
h « thickness of the plate
P = intensity of lateral pressure on the plate 
D = Eh3/l2 (1-V2 )
E = Y o u n g s  Modulus of the material 
'O - Poisson*s ratio
w  =• deflection of any point of the plate 
The coordinate systems are shown in Fig 5s 9» The values of 
and Bnare tabulated in Table 5 and Table 6.
T
b/?
+  “ X
b/*
a





Fig. 5:9 Coordinate System for Eq. .5-28 
Table 5 Values of Anfor Various Values of b/a




n=l 1.4138 1.4892 1.4692 1.4692 1.4682
3 .0943 .1367 .1489 .150 6 . 1502
5 -.10 9 6 -.1203 - .1 2 2 2 -.1218 - .1 2 1 5  -
7 .0765 .0799 .0801 .0787 .0797
9 -.0523 -.0533 -.0531 -.0529 -.0532
11 .0365 .0365 . 0363 .0362 .0367
13 -.0260 -.0256 -.0 2 5 4 -.0256 -.0262
15 .0188 .0183 . 0182 .0 18 5 .0193
17 -.OI38 -.0133 -.0133 - .0 1 3 7 -.0146
19 .0102 .0097 .0098 .0102 .0112
2l -.0076 - .0 0 7 1 -.0073 -.0079 -.0089
23 .0057 : 0053 .0055 .0061 .0071
25 -.0042 -.0038 -.0041 -.0048 -.0058
27 .0031 .0028 .0031 .0038 .0048
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Table 6 Values of IT for Various Values of b/an
When a=b, Bn=An
b/a 1.25 1. 50 1.75 2.00
n=l 1.3232 1.2291 1.1492 1.0863
3 .0223 . 0426 .0900 . 1208
5 -.0660 -.0596 -.0355 -.0151
7 .0674 -.0559 .0445 .0341
9 -.0487 -.0434 -.0377 -.0321
11 .0358 .0329 .0300 .0268
13 -.0259 -.0250 -.0236 - .0 2 1 9
15 .0193 .0192 .0187 .0 17 7
17 -.0146 -.0149 -.0149 -.0144
19 .0111 .0117 . 0119 .0118
21 -.0085 -.0092 -.0096 -.0097
23 .0066 .0073 .0078 .0067
25 -.0050 -.0058 -.0064 -.0067
27 .0030 .0047 .0052 .0055
The theoretical equations developed above are solved 
for a square building slab with both simply supported 
and clamped edges in Appendix. The results from these 
solutions are used for evaluating the slope-deflection- 




Procedure Numerical examples for several cases of the
building slab with and without openings are discussed for 
the purpose of illustrating the applications of the slope- 
deflection-gyration method to the gridwork. Two edge 
conditions - simply supported and clamped edges - are 
considered throughout in this discussion.
The general step by step procedure in solving such 
gridworks is summarized as following.
(1) Divide slab into a system of strips. Immaginary 
beams then are laid off on the center of the strips.
(2) Apply joint loads.
(3) Calculate the stiffness K„, and 0 values for each
grid.
(4) Apply the slope-deflection equations to determine 
end moments for each beam.
(5) Apply torsional equation to each grid member.
(6) Write joint equilibrium equations for moment and 
shear for each joint.
(7) Substitute the moment and torsional equations 
\diich are obtained from step (4) and step (5 ) into the joint 
equations. These joint equations make up a set of simultaneous 
linear equations.
(8) Solve the system of simultaneous linear equations 
formed in step (7)° Solutions are obtained either by matrix 
solutions or by the aid of the digital computer.
(9) The solutions of the slopes and deflections are 
substituted back into the moment and torsional equations.
This set of equations is then solved for moments and torsions. 
Eleven cases of the building slab with different characters 
have been introduced as the illustrations of the slope- 
deflection-gyration method.
Table 7 shows the characteristics of the different slabs. 
0 and K values are seen in Table 8 and 9 respectively.











I 18* by 18* No 3 Simple Uniform
I I n 3 it tt
I I I tt tt 3 tt tt
I V ti tt 5 tt tt
V it tt 3 Clamped ft
V I u tt 3 tt tf
V I I tt tt 3 tt it
V I I I tt tt 5 tt tt
I X tt 6 * by 6 * 
Opening
3 tt tt
X tt tt 7 tt tt
X I tt 9 Openings ae— tt P at 1
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Table 8 0 Values
Case h <*2 *3
I 1.594 - -
II 1 .5 9 4 - -
III 1.594 - -
IV 1.514 1.564 -
V 1.594 - -
VI 1.594 - -
VII 1.594 - -
VIII 1. 514 1. 564 -
IX 1.594 — -
X 1.474 1.518 1.534
XI 1.594 - -
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Table 9 K Values (in3 )
C a s e K 1 * 2 K 3
— —
K 5 K 6 K 7 k 8 K 9 K 1 0
. I 18 - - - - - - - - -
I I 2 7 1 3 . 5 36 18 - - - - -
I I I 2 7 1 3 - 5 36 18 - - - - - -
I V 2 7 1 3 .5 36 18 - - - - - -
V 18 - - - - - - - . - -
V I 2 7 1 3 .5 36 18 - - - - - -
V I I 2 7 1 3 .5 36 18 - - - - - -
V I I I 2 7 1 3 . 5 36 18 - - - - - -
I X 2 7 1 3 . 5 36 - -  ' - - - -
X 2 7 I S .  5 1 6 .2 ro 0 • ro ui
 -
33 1 6 . 5 2 1 . 6 2 7 2 4 12
XI C onstant K fo r  uniform  c r o ss  s e c t io n
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Numerical Example for Case X Let it be required to
find the bending moments, torsional moment and deflections in 
a uniformly loaded, simply supported square slab.
Fig. 6:1 General Plane for Case I
(18* by 18*, three strips, 
simply supported edges)
Data: Slab - 18 ft by 18 ft - No opening - Simply
supports along ^ edges - Effective thickness 6 in - 275 
psf uniformly distributed load - Three strips six feet wide 
in each direction.
Solutions: Joint load. In this particular case the
simple joint load is used,
P = (4-. 5) (4. 5) (275) = 5570 lbs
Stiffness and 0 value,
K=£=!2-(il-.5)(6)3A - 5 = 1 8  in3
from Table 7»
0 = 1.59^ for all grid members
Slope-deflection equations for the end moments, 
end torsions and joint equations are established.
(1) Moment Equations
MA1 = - Mgj^  = 2EK(2©a  + el + 3 E1) = 0 6-1-A
A-*Mu  = - M1b = 2EK(6A + 29± + 3 j^) 6-1-B
A,Ml4 = -  = 2EK(26l  + + 3 j f - )  =0 6-1-C
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(A) Key Plane
(B) End Moments And Shears 
Fig. 6:2 Loading and Redundants for Case I
53
M 4L = ‘ “ 20 = 2ER(®L + 264 + 3 r-) 6-l-D
A~ A-.
-M14 = M l2  = 2EK(2©1 + 3 ^  - 3 u^) 6-1-E
"M 41 = “ 2 1 = SEKfej + 3 ^ - 3 ^ ) 6-1-F
a r Ao
m 45 = _M25 = 2EK(2e4 + 3 ^ - 3 ^ ) 6-1-G
M 54 = -M52 - 2EK(®4 + 3 p - 3 ^ ) 6-1-H
(2 ) Torsional Equations
-T 1 A =  T 1B - 1 -594EK(®i ) 6-2-A
t 14 = -Tl2  = 1.594EK(61 - ©4 ) 6-2-B
T 41 = -T2 1 = 1.594EK(r ex + ©i,.) 6-2-C
(3) Joint Equations
For Joint 1,
M 1A + M 12 + T 1B + T14 - 0 




**2C + **25 + 2T2l 0
For Joint 5* 
41





(4) Substituting moment equations and torsional equations 
into joint equationss the 7 simultaneous linear equations 
can be written and arranged in the matrix form;
2. 0 llo2 -1.6 0 6
3 0 0 0 12 -6
0 1 -1.6 5° 6 0 0
0 1.5 1.5 1.5 -3 6
0 0 0 6 0 -12
2 0 1 0 3 0
0 2 0 1 0 3
0 ®A 00 ®L 1° 393 61 00 do 'e 4 PL= w 1.3912 A^/L 1.390 a2A 00 a5A 0
6-4
(5) The solutions of the square matrix are;
p A -3.91




(6) Bending moments and torsions The final results of 
bending moments and torsions for each strip of this numerical 
examples are obtained by substituting the solutions of slope 
and deflections. i.eOJ the solution of matrix into the 
bending moments equations and torsional equations.
A. Bending moments
MA1 = - *%1 - 0
m 1A = - M 1b = 3.682EK
**1,4 = ’ MC2 = 0
= - “2C "
6-6-A 6-6-B 6-6-C 6-6-D
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- Mw  = Mj^ = - 1.626EK 6-6-E
- M41 = ^  = 2.512EK 6-6 -P
M 5^ = ' ^ 5  = ‘ 2‘152EK 6-6-G
- “52 = 3- 552EK 6-6-H
B. Torsions
" T1A = t 1b  = - 3-298EK 6-7-A
T14 = - t i2 = 1.248EK 6-7-B
T41 = * t21 = ‘ 1-248ek 6-7-C
56
Numerical deflection
N -»--- Theoretical deflection
Fig. 6:3 Theoretical And Numerical Elastic Curves
for Case I (Simply Supported Edges)
Fig. 6:4 Key Plane for Case II 






MA1 “ ■ “ bI = 2E^(2eA + ®1 + 3 )
= E(io8eA + stej + 4.5AX)
m ia - - m ib = 2EKi (®a  + + 3 55)
- E(54eA + 1O80J + 4.5^)
M 14 = ■ *^ C2 = 2EK3(2©l + ®4 + 3 g|)
= E(1446L + 7264 + 6Ag)
M4L = ‘ **2C = S E K g ^  + 264 + 3 ||)
= £(72^  + 1446^ + 6£^ )
- M W  = M l2 = 2 0 ^ ^  + 3 &1)
= E(546x + 1.125&2 - 1.125AX)
- M41 = »^x - 2EK2(61 + 3 Ai)
- E(276x + 1.125^2 ‘ 1 *j25&l)








= E(72©4 + 1.5A5 - l.SAg)
“54 = ' M52 = 2BV e4 + 3 Ag?g — )
= E(3664 + 1.5A5 - 1.5Ag) 
(2) Torsional Equations
- t ia - I1B = 1.594EK1 (61) = 43.2E0J
T14 = ' t12 = l-594EK2 (e1 - ©4 )
= 21.6E(©1 - ©4)
T41 = - t2 i = 594EKg( - ©x + ©4 )
= 21.6E( - ©x + ©4 )
(3) Joint Equations
For Joint 1,
M1A + M12 + T14
„ /MU  + MA1 2 V 36
+ T1B = 0M12 + *21 ^  72 /
= 5-569 (for Case II)
= 7.230 (for Case III)
For Joint 2,
*25 + ”2C + 2T21 = 0
- f^ l  + M12V-^C - MCg -^ 5  
‘ \ 72 / 35 72
= 7.425 (for Case II)












4 (-S5- ^ ^ ) =  9-9 (for Case II) 6_1Q
= 11.07 (for Case III)
(4) Substituting moment and torsional equations into 
joint equations, the 7 simultaneous linear equations can 
be written and solved in the matrix form
5 4 C 227  - 2 1 .6  3 .3 8  1 .1 2  0 ■ ® a “
3 2 4  0 2 4 3  0 20 .25  - 2 .2 5  0 ® L
0 72 - 4 3 .2  2 6 0 0 4 .5  1 . 5 ®1
0 432 162 32 4 - 4 .5  3 1 .5  -3 ®4
0 0
CO0H0 0 -3  3 A1
1 0 8  0 54  0
00in•
* 2
0 144 0 72 0 6 0
- A5 .
( fo r  Case I I ) ( f o r  Case I I I )
“  0  " “  0  ■










(5) The solutions of the square matrix are












(6) Bending moments and torsions 
For Case II
A. Bending moments (kip-ft)
MA1 = - «B1 = 0
m ia = - m ib =11-3 
«L4 = * *02 " 0 
m 4l  =  -  = 2 3 - 8
-Ml4 = Ml2 = -2.465
'm41 = “ 21 = 8-355
M45 = * H>5 = -6.854 
M54 = - Mjg = 21.703
B. Torsions (kip-ft)













TU  “ "T12 ■" " T41“ T2l - ~ 52 
For Case III
A. Bending moments (kip-ft)
6-14-B
MAX - - %  - 0 6-15-A
M1A - - M1B = 13-93 6-15-B
' ■ **02 = 0 6-15-C
% .  - - «2C - 28A7 6-15-D
-Mllf = M12 - -3-33 6-15-E
-m4i = m21 = 13.71 6-15-F
*%5 = ' “25 = '8-61 6-15-G
“54 = - Mgg = 25.17
B. Torsions (kip-ft)
6-15-H
-T1A = T1B = '31‘75 




Case IV ,1.8*3.6* ,3.6'
3.e«






3 E Fig. 6:5
F
G
Key Plane for 
Case IV
(1) Moment Equations (Multiply by E for the second equation)
MA1 “ * «B1 
mia " • M1B 
“l4 “ ■ "c2 
M4 L  “  "  *2C  
“K7 = - *D3 
“tk = *
-m14 = M12
2E1i(2eA + el + 3 2T^)
10 8eA  +  5 4 e 1 +■  7 - 5 A x  = 0  6 - 1 7 - A
2BK*eA + 2ex + 3
54eA  +  1 O 8 0 J +  7 - 5&x 6 - 1 7 - 3
2E K 3 ( 2 e L  + e 4 + 3 j ^ )
144©l  +  7 2 9 ^  +  lO A g  =  0  6 - 1 7 - C
2EK3(9l  + 2 9 ^ + 3  gr?)
729l  + 1449jj + lOAg 6-17*0
2EK 3 (2 9 k  +  9 ?  +  3  5 T ^ )
1449 r  +  7 2 9 „  +  l O A j  =  0  6 - 1 7 - E
2EK 3 (9 r  +  2 9 ?  +  3  5 X ^ )
7 2 ^  +  1 4 4 9 - 10A3  6 - 1 7 - F
2EK2 ( 2 9 j . +  92  +  3  ^ 7 ^ )
= 549j + 2792 + 1.9(-AX + Ag) 6-17-G
63
Aq - Ai
-Mn  = +  202 +  3 -  43 j 2 X )
=  27©x +  5 ^ 2  +  1 . 9 (  - A x +  A g ) 6 - 1 7 -H
- m 4 7  =  M g3  =  S E K g f a e g  +  3  - V ^ )
=  54©g +  1 .9 ( - A g  +  A ^ 6 - 1 7 - 1
- V  = “ 32 =  2E K 2(® 2 +  3  - V ^ )
=  27©2  +  l " 9 ( “ Ag +A3 ) 6 - 1 7 - J
A _  -  Aq
^ 5  2 E K ^ (2 0 ^  +  ©g +  3  ^ 3#2 )
=72©4 +  36©5 +  2 . 5 ( - A g  +  A5 ) 6 - 1 7 - K
A r  -A p
Mg4 =->*52 =  2 E K 4 (©4 +  2 6 5  +  3  - f e . g )
=  36©4 +  72©5  +  2 .5 ( - A g + A 5 ) 6 - 1 7 - L
= - “ 36 =  2 E K 4 (2 e 7  +  ®8  +  3 - f e ^
=  72©7  +  36©q  +  2 . 5 ( * A 3 + A g ) 6 - 1 7 - M
“ 8 7  = ' “ 63 -  2 E V 6 7  +  2 e S  +  3  i f J a 2 )
=  3 6 © - +  72©q  + 2 .5 ( - A 3 +A  ) 6 - 1 7 - N
- “ 5 8  =  “ 56  =  21V 2 e 5 +  3 I T 2 5 )
-  72©5  +  2 . 5 ( - a 5 +a 6 ) 6 - 1 7 - 0
- “ 8 5  =  “ 6 5  =  2 E K 4 ( e 5  +  3  I & 5 )
=  3 6 0 ^  +  2 . 5 ( “ Aj- +  A g ) 6 - 1 7 - P
64
**89 ~ -M69 2EK4(2®8 + 3 43~2 ^
= 729g + 2.5(-a6 +&9)
“ 98 = -M96 = 2EV e8 + 3 4§'§^
= 360g + 2.5(-a6 + Ag) 
(2) Torsional Equations
"t i a  = t i b  = ! - 5 i 4 E K 1 ( e 1 ) =  4 i E e x 
-T4L= T2C = 1.564EK3 (e2 ) = 56E02 
t14 = 'T12 = l-514EK2 (e1 - ©4)
= 20E(e1 - Sjj)
%  = "T2i = 1-51 e^k2(- ex + ©4)
- 20E(- ©x + ©4)
T4? = -T23 = l ^ U E R ^  - 07)
= 2OE(04 - 0?)
T74 “ ’T32 = 1-5WEK2 ( - 64 + e7) 
= 20E( - 04 + ©7 )
-T45 = T25 = 1.564EK4(02 - ©5)
= 28E.(©2 - ©5)










28E(-©2 + 05) 6-18-H
65
T58 = -T 56= -T85= T65=l-564EK4 (e5-e8 )
=28 (e5 - ©g)E 6-18-1
Joint Equations 
For Joint 1,
M1 A + M 1 2 + T1B + T14 = 0 6-19-A
6-19-B
For Joint 2,
“2I + “ 23 + T2C + T25 = ° 6-19-C
*>C + “25 + T21 + T23 “ ° 6-19-D
“ ^ " ^ l  . _M2C“M C2 “23^^32 ‘“ 25-M52 _ 
■1»3.2 + ---2 0  4§.2 43-2 2.67 6-19-E
For Joint 3*
“ 3D + “ 36 + 2132 - 0 6-19-F
_ / “ 23 + “ 32\ . "M3D ‘ “ d 3 -M36 _M63 
2 ( 43.2 f  2 0  - 43:2 2 -67 6-19-G
For Joint 5*









(4) Substituting moment equations and torsional equations 
into joint equations, the 15 simultaneous linear equations can 
be written and solved in the matrix forms
54 0 0 223 2 7 - 2 0 0 0 0 5 .6 1 . 9  0 0 0 0 k 0
3 2 4 0 0 2 4 3 -8 1 0 0 0 0 3 . 8 - 3.8  0 0 0 0 eL 4 3 .2
0 0 0 2 7 192 0 -2 8 0 0 -1 .9 0 I-* • vo 0 0 0 e* 0
0 72 0 - 2 0 0
<0incu 36 -■ 20 0 0 7 . 5  0 2 . 5  0 0 el 0
0 432 0 81 0 3 2 4 -ice 0 0 - 3 8 vo CO - 5  0 0 ©2 1 1 5
0 0 72 0 0 -4 0 0 256 0 0 0  7 . 5 0  2 . 5 0 e 4 0
0 0 432 0 162 0 0 324 - 1 0 8  0  -■ 76 5 2 .6 0  - 5 0 e 5 1 1 1 5
0 0 0 0 -2 8 36 2 0 0 0 -2 8 0  -■2 . 5  0 0  2 o 5 0 e 7
X
T2 0
0 0 0 0 0 10 8 0 0 0 0 - 5 0 10 - 5 0 e 8 7 7
0 0 0 0 0 0 -5 6 36 2 0 0 0 0  - 2.5 0 0 2 . 5 A 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 21 6 108 0 0 0 - 5 - 1 0  2 0 - 5 * 2 1 5 4
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 8 0 0 0 0  - 5 5 L3 3 8 .5
10 8 0 0 54 0 0 0 0 0 7 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 A5 0
0 144 0 0 0 72 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 A6 0






















(6) Bending moments and torsions 
A. Bending moments (kip-ft)
MA1 = - *%! = 0
M1A = - m1B " 6-23
“l4 =  - * 0 2  = °






^ 7  = - Md3 = ° 6-22-E
68
%  = - «3D -51-*1 6-22-F
- Mu  = M12 =15-12 6-22-G
‘ *41 “ *fel =13-2,f 6-22-H
' m47 " ^3 = - 1 9 ‘ 7 5 6-22-1
- = Mjg =-6.56 6-22-J
M*5 = ' **25 =73*50 6-22-K
Mjij = - Mgg =46.26 6-22-L
**78 = " **36 ="18-16 6-22-M
*87 - - **63 =13-S3 6-22-N
- “ 58 = **56 =7>92 6-22-0
" **85 = **65 =2"11 6-22-P
*89 = - “69 =-8-36 6-22-Q
*98 = - *96 =5*19 6-22-R
Tors ions (kip -f t)
- T1A = tib =-21*2 6-23-A




-T45 T25 "T52 T54 15 6-23-E
T58=*T56="T85=T65=2‘76 6-23-F
Figure refers to Case I.
(1) Moment Equations
Moment equations are same as those for Case I except 
that the moments at A and L are not equal to zero. Equations 
6-1-A through 6-1-H are available in this Case V.
(2) Torsional Equations
Torsional equations are exactly same as those for Case I. 
Eqs. 6-2-A through 6-2-C are directly applicable in this Case V.
(3) Joint Equations
Since the loading conditions are the same as those for 
Case I, the Eqs. 6-3“A through 6-3**E are again directly 
applicable.
(4) Five simultaneous linear equations are formed and 
solved in the matrix below:
11.2 -1.6 0 6 0 61 0
0 0 12 -6 0 e4 1.39
-1.6 5-6 0 0 3 a xA 1“ E 0
1.5 1-5 -3 6 0 V 1.39
0 6 0 -12 12 _a5/l 1.39_






(6) Bending moments and torsions 
A. Bending moments
MA1 - - *%1 = 0 6-26*A
M1A = " M1B = °°9°EK 6-26-B
^  = - Meg = ° 6-26-C
M l^ = - »uc - 1.54EK 6-26-D
-Mllf = M12 = - 0.4SEK 6-26-E
-M,i = = 0.84EK 6-26-F
M45 = " **25 “ ‘ °- 32EK 6-26-G
= - Mgg = 1.76EK 6-26-H
B. Torsions
- Tu  = T1b = - 1.052EK 6-27-A
t u =-t12=-Tu -T2i=°. 606EK 6-27-B
Case VI and Case VII
m m r




Fig. 6s 6 Key Plane for Case VI
And VII (18* by 18* Clamped 
Edges)
(1) Moment Equations
Case VI and VII differ from Case II and III in that 
the former have fixed edges while ladJ&r have simple edges.
71
Eqs. 6-8-A through 6-8-H are applicable for solution of 
Case VI and Case VIII, except that the moments at joints 
A and L are not equal to zero.
(2) Torsional Equations
Torsional equations are the same as those for Case II 
and Case III.
(3) Joint Equations
Joint equations are the same as those for Cases II and
III.
(4) By substituting moments and torsional equations into 
joint equations, simultaneous linear equations can be 
developed and five elements square matrix can be written and
solved.
227 -21.6 3.38 1.12 0
243 0 20.25 -2.25 0
-43.2 260 0 4 .5 1 .5
162 324 -4.5 31.5 -3














*5 178 199— ~*




















(6) Bending moments and torsions For Case VI 
A. Bending moments (kip-ft)
MA1 = 1 ri
* M II O 6-30-A




ll - H>C “ 4‘57 6-30-D
IIf M12 = " °*75 6-30-E
IIHf 1L]_ » 2.06 6-30-F
& VJ1 II - H>5 = 2.62 6-30-6




T14=-TV T41=T21“ 3-54 6-31-B
For Case VII
Bending moments (kip-ft)
J* > •-1 ii 1 II O 6-32-A
m ia = - M1b - 2.39 6-32-B
**14
0II1 6-32-C
n - Vzc = 1.37 6-32-D
II<8$* = - 1.09 6-32-E
-«41 = 1^! - 2.238 6-32-F
VJ1 I
I - «z5 = 2.77 6-32-G
Mg4 = - l%g = 13-97 6-32-H
Torsions (kip-ft)
-T1A = Tib = ' 5-33 6-33-A






Fig. 6:7 Key 
Plane for Case 
VIII(Fig. refers 
to Fig. 6:5)
(1) Moment Equations. Moment 
equations are the same as those 
for Case IV with the exception 
that moments at A, L and K exist.
(2) Torsional Equation. Torsional 
equations are the same as those 
for Case IV.
(3) Joint Equations, Joint equations are the same as Case IV.
(4) By substituting moment and torsional equations into 
joint equations the simultaneous linear equations may
be arranged into a 12 by 12 square matrix. The forms are 
written and solved as following.
223 27 -20 0 0 0 5.6 1.9 0 0 0 0 el 0
234 -81 0 0 0 0 338 -3.8 0 0 0 0 ®2 43.2
27 192 0 -28 0 0 -1.9 0 1.9 0 0 0 ®4 0
-20 0 256 36 -20 0 0 7.5 0 2.5 0 0 e5 0
81 0 324 -108 0 0 -■3-8 488 -3.8-5 0 0 *7 115
0 0 -40 0 256 0 0 0 7.5 0 2.5 0 e8
1
“ E 0
0 162 0 0 324 -108 0 -7.6 52.6 0 -5 0 h 115
0 -28 36 200 0 -28 0 -2.5 0 0 2.5 0 *2 0
0 0 108 0 0 0 0 - 5  0 10 -5 0 *3 77
0 0 0 -56 36 200 0 0 -2.5 0 0 2.5 *5 0
0 0 0 21.6 108 0 0 0 - 5  -10 20 -5 *6 .54
0 0 0 0 0 108 0 0 0 0 -5 5 A f-5 .
74
(5) The solutions of the square matrix are
el~ -0 .8 7








ii 1 0 . 9 0
V 4 5 .6 8
A3 5 8 .5 9
A5 j 198.33
A6 ! 263-49
Aq j 345 .68
L  9J -  "J
(6)Bending moments and torsions 
A. Bending moments (kip-ft)
6-35
MA1 - -“ bi- 2 .89 6-36-A
M1A = -m ib - - 1.0 2 6-36-B
“l4 = - MC2 = 17-65 6-36-C
n.-a ' *20 = -2.02 6-38-D
% 7 MD3 = 19. 95 6-36-E
“7K = - m 3d = -8.84 6-36-F
*m14 " M12 “ 3-12 6-36-G
-M41 = “ 21 = 3.38 6-36-H
75
_M47 “  " 2 3 ' - 1 -33 6- 36-1
- V = = 0 .3 5 6 -3 6 -J
«45 = -  = 3-60 6 -3 6 -K
“ 54 = * “ 52 = 5*45 6 -3 6 -L
**78 = -  = 3-32 6-36-M
% T -  '  “ 63 = 7 -25
6-36-N
- “ 58 = **5 6 = - 2 -73 6- 36-0
-“ 85 = Mg5 = 5 .4 2
6 -36-P
“ 89 = -  “ 96 =-3>66
6-36-Q
“ 98 = -  Mgg = 6 .8 3 6 -3 6 -R
Tors io n s ( k ip -f  t )
-T1A = t i b  "  -2 -9 7 6-37-A
- t 4l = T2C = -3* 5 6-37-B
T14 = -T 12= -T41=T21= 4 .1 1 6 -3 7 -C





T25=T54=-T52= 4 ' 60
6-3 7 -E
T58= - T56=_T 85’=T65= 1,82
6 -3 7 -F
76
Case IX
z_ 6* 6' ■7— y
N
Symmetry about axes
K M )  (I
X a  „ X l
VlA' V4L
(B) End Moments and Shears
Fig. 6:8 Loading and Redundants for Case IX (181 by 181 
Clamped Edges)
77
(1^  Moment Eauations (Multiply by E for the second equation)
MA1 = - «B1 = 2EKl(0l + 3
= 540-,^  + 4-SAjl = 0 6-38-A
m 1A = - m 1B - 2EK1 (ae1 + 3-^)
= 1O80J + 4.5AX 6-38-B
“ U  = -  mC2 = 2EV e4  +  3 3 $  )
= 72©4 + 6Ag - 0 6-38-C
m4l  -  -  -  2EK 3 (2e4 +  3 ^ )
= 144©4 + 6Ag 6-38-D
,  A - - A ,
-MU  = M12 = 20^(20! + 3 )
= 5t^ 1 - 1.125AJ + 1.125Ag 6-38-E
-M4i = MS1 = 2 0 ^  + 3 njg^)
= 270x - 1.125AX + 1.125A2 6-38-F
(2) Torsional Equations
- T U  =  T 1b  =  1.594EK1(01)=43.2E01 6-39-A
T14="T12='T41=T21=1-594EK2(®i’®4>
= 21.6E01-21.6E04 6-39-B
(3) J o in t  E q u a tio n s  
F o r  J o in t  1 ,
M1A + M12 + T1B + T14 = 0 6-40-A
78
/ + ma1 m 12 + Jk-jX
2 ( 36- " - 72 *  >  5-57
For Joint 2,
2(
+ 2^21 = 0
M 12 + M21\ . _M2C " **02 
72 )+ 55 7-42
6-40-C 
6-40-D
(4) Substituting moment equations and torsional equations 
into joint equations, the four simultaneous linear equations 
are written and solved in the matrix forms
227 -21.6 3.38 1 .12 61 " 0""
243 0 20.25 -2.25 ®4 200
-43.2 187 0 6 A1 11 tt|
H» 0
81 216 -2.25 14.25 A 267






(6) Bending moments and torsi* ons 
A. Bending moments (kip-ft)
6-41
6-42
Ma1 = - MRl = 5*86 6-43-A
Mu  = - M1b = 2.09 6-43-B
m4L = - *2C =
Ml4 = - ^  = 17-64 6-43-C
6-43-D
79
-M14= m12= -1 .0 2  6 -4 3 -e
-M41= 1-07 6-43-F
B. T orsion s ( k i p - ft )
-T 1A = T1b = -3 -3 4  6-44-A
t 14 “ T21“ - T1 2 - T41“  2 ‘ 2?  6- W ‘ B
Case X





-  SE K ^ e-^  + 3 18 )
= 540! + 9AX 6- 45-A
Mip = -  m i a
A-i
= 2EK!(2©! + 3 x g )
= 1080! + 9AX 6- 45-B
**05 = " MB 2
Ap
-  2EK5 (05 + 3 x | )
— 660c f  H A g 6- 45-c
!lO
Ap
= 2EK5 (205 + 3 j g )
= 133©5 + H A g 6- 45-D
mN9 " mC3
A ,
-  2EK, (0Q + 3 - * )  
1 y 18
= 540g + 9A3 6- 45-E
M9N = M3C = 2EK.! (20g + 3 xj|)
-  108©9 + 9A3 6-45-F
N
81
Fig. 6:10 Redundants for Case X
82
%11 = - «D4 = 2«9(*11 + 3 &)
=  48e n  +  8a 4
m11M =  -  M4D =  2E K 9 (2 e l l  +  3  T 5 >
= 96exl + 8a4
»56 * - *fe6 " 2EV 285 + ®6 + 3 3 ^ )
= 6603 + 339g -2.75Ag + 2.75Ag
“65 = * “62 = 2EK6(85 + 2e6 + 3
= 3365 + 66e6 -  2.75^2 + 2-75A6
MglO= " *%7 = 2EK2^289 + ®10 + 3 ^ 6  ^
= 54e9 + 27610 -2.25Ag +2.25^
/W-A,
m109= -m73 = 2EKs(e9 + 2e10 + 3 3«
= 2769 + 54e10 - 2.25A3 + 2.25A?.
M1 1 1 2 = -M4 8  = 2 E K l 0 (2 e l l  +  ®12 + 3  
=  48e u  +24e 12  -  2 a4  +  2 a 8
m12 11=_M8 4 =  2 H W e U  +  2 e i2  +  3  “ f g " ^  
= 2 4 e l l  +  w e l2  ■ 2A4  +2A 8  









=54©1 + 27©2 -2.25AJ + 2.25A2 6-45-0
83
-*51= **21 = 2EK2 (01 + 2^2 + 3
= 27ex + 54eg - 2.25AX + 2.25Ag
-“59= ^ 3  = 2EK3(2e2 + e3 + 3
= 64.8e2 + 32.46- -3.24Ag + 3.24^
-“95 = “32 " 2EK3(®2 * 263 + 3 ^ >
= 32.4e2 + 64.8e3 -3.24Ag + 3-24a,
-M g n =  ^  =2EK 4 (2 G 3 +  3 - | ^ )
= 81©3 -  5-06A3 +5.06A4
"^119" Mi)-3 = 2EK4 (©3+ 3 -gjj
=  4 0 .5 © 3 -  5 - 0 6 A 3 +  5 -0 6 A 4
■*610= **67 = 2EK7(2eg + ®7+ 6)
=  8 6 .4 © g  4 3 .2 0 - .- 4 .3 2 A g  +  4 . 3 2 A y
^ g  = 20 ^ (6 5 + 297 + 3■ M106“
=  4 3 .2 9 g  +  8 6 .4 6 -  -  4 .3 2 A g  +  4 .3 2 A ?
-M1012 Mjg = 2EKg(2e7 + 3
-M
-  1 0 8 6 - -  6 .7 5 A 7 +  6 .7 5 A g  
1210= M87 = 2EK8^®7 + ^ 2 4 ^
6 - 4 5 - P
6 - 4 5 - Q
6 - 4 5 - R
6 - 4 5 - S
6 - 4 5 - T
6 - 4 5 - U
6 - 4 5 - V
6 -4 5 -W
=  54 e?  -  6 .7 5 A ?  +  6 .7 5 A q 6 - 4 5 - X
84
(2) Torsional Equations
-Tip = t u  = i.474EK1 (e1)= 4oEe1 6-46-a
"X50 = T2B = 1-518EK5 (©2 )= 50E62 6-46-B
-TqN = T3C = 1.474EK1 (©3 )= 40E©3 6-46-C
-T56=T26=-T62=T65=1-5l8EKg(©2-©6 )=25E(©2 -©6 ) 6-46-D
-T109-T73=T9io= -t37= i.474EK2(©7-©3 )= 20E (©?-©3 ) 6-46-E 
*T15=T2 r T5l= 'T 12=1- 474ek2 6-46-F
T59='T23=‘T95=T32=1- W e K 3 6-46-G
T911- -t 34“ ■t 119-T43_1- 474ek4 ^e9_0ll )
= 30E(©9 - ©n ) 6-46-H
t610=_t 67= “T106=T76=1* 534EK^(6g-®i0 )
= 33E(©6 - e10) 6-46-1
T1012= 'T78=*T 1210=T87=1* 534EKg ^e12_e10^
= 41E(©12 - ©1Q) 6-46-J
(3) Joint Equations 
For Joint 1,
M 1P + M 12 + T1A + T15 = 0 6-47-A
2 ^ Mpl1^ ^  - Mlg jg 1-392 6-47-B
For Joint 2,
Mgl + ^ 3  + T2B + T26 = 0 6-47-C
85
*26 H' + T2l + T23 ~ () 6-47-D
M 12 +*21 . 
36





“32 + “ 34 + T3C + T37 0 6-47-F
“3C + **37 + T32 + T34 = 0 6-47-G
M32+ **23 + 
36
"”3 0 ^ 3  M34‘rtl43 1.392 6-47-H
For Joint
Mto + M48 + 2T43 = 0 6-47-1
+ M43\ . _MD4 ‘M4d  *M48_M84 , -^>0 
2( 2?---7 + ---IB---------- 35--- X-238 6-47-J
For Joint
**65 + **67 + T62 + T610 25 0 6-47-K
2 ^ 1  “65 - -“g l O ^  M106\. 2.o 8 6-47-L
For Joint J,
*^6 + ” 78 + T73 = 0 6-47-M
**73 + T76 + T78 = 0 6-47-N
& + = 1.858 6-47-0
For Joint 8,
**84 + 2Tg7 = 0 6-47-P
2 i "8» . 1 . 6 5 6-47-Q
(4) Substituting moment equations and torsional equations 
into joint equations, the seventeen simultaneous equations 
can be written and solved in the matrix form
2 2 2 2 7 0  -2 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  675 225 0  0  0  0  0“ V 0
243 -8L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 5 - 4 5  0 0 0 0 0 ®2 251
2 7  1S&3 2  0 - 2. 5  0  0  0 0  0 -2 2 5 - 1  $  0  0  0  0 ®3 0-2D 0  0 2e  33 0  -2 4  0  0  0  o  8©  o  0 2 7 5 0  0 e 5 081 -35 -117  297 -99 0  0  0  0 0  4 5  62 -7 .8  0  -55 0  0 e 6 3120  32 4  206 0  O - f i O O  0  0  0  0  -3 2  - L 8  5 .1  0  0  0 67 00  0  0  - 2ft 0  0  216 2 7 -3 0  0  0  0  6.15 0  0  2 .25 0 <D vo 0
0  117  -6 6  0 0 0 - 24B -81 0 0  0  - 7 8  215  - 5  0  -4 .5  0 eio 3 1 E 5 00 0 0 0  0 0  -6 0  0  2 0 4 2 4  0  0  0  6  0  0  2 CD I-1 ___ 0
0 0  3 ©  0 o o o o a 6 - $ o o  - 30.4 es 0  0 - 4 ®12 44.60  -2 5  0  33  210  4 5 2 0  -3 3  0 0  0 - 2 .7 5  0  0 - L 6 43 0 Al- 00  0  0  • 99 -56.5 -5 5  0  0  0  0  0  -5 5  0  0  1&9 -10 0 *2 37.440  0  -2 0  0  4 3 .2  2 1 4  0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0  4 3 - 2 4  67 A3 00  0  0  0  -3 3  0  2 7  128  0  -4 1  0  0  - 2 .2 5  0  0  2 .2 5 0 a4 00  0  0  0  15 5  -87  81 8 1  0  0  0  0  -4 5  0  -10.4 352C a6 6 70 0 0  0 0 0  0  -81 2 4 1 3 0 0 0  0  - 2  0 0 2 " 7 00 0 0 0 0 4 8 6 0 0 7 2  7 2  0 0 0  -4  0  -41544 jOO -  6 0 -
6-48
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(6) Bending moments and torsions 
A. Bending moments (kip-ft)
Mpi = - MA1 = 1.05
Mir = - * * - 0 . 1 3
*05 = - Mbs = 4-06







% 9  = - “C3 “ ^  
m 9 N =  - “ j c - ' 3-95
% r  - *04 = 3-10
m i i m" - % >  _ ' 2,31
“56 " - *>6 
“65 " - “62 
^ l C T  * **37





**1112—  M48 "  3*01
Hl2ll=- Mqjj = 1.10
-m 15 = M l2 = -0.21
-Mgi = Vli l = -0.024
_m59 “  ^>3 = ” 1' 51
-«95 = “32 = -1*25
_M9 i r  “ 34 = °-898
-m H 9 =  M^3 = 1.19
_m610= “ 67 = " 1*36






















-“1210= = 1.20 
B. Torsions (kip-ft)
-T1P - T1A - -O'8?6
-t50 - T2B - - °-75* 
'T9N = T32 = " 2*®5
'T56=T26=T65="T62= 2,29 
'T910=T37=TX09=-T73= -0'6l* 
'T51=T15“ ~T21=T12= _ 1-27 
T59=-T23=-T95=T32“°-W
6-50-X
t9U  T34 t 119_t ^3_
T610 T67-T76“‘T106 2,37












Fig. 6:11 Key Plane for Case XI 
(18* by 18' Clamped 
Edges, 9 openings)
m a x  = - “ bx = 2EK<ex + 3 IT>
A-l
- 2EK(201 + 3 J^ )
6-52-A
M1A = - M 6-52-B
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“H3 -
iiJ?i 2EK(e3 + 3 jf-) 6-52-C
“ - ^ C  =
Ap
2EK(2©3 + 3 jf-) 6-52-D
- % 3 = ^D2 =
A
2EK(e2 - 3-^) 6-52-E
_M3G = 2EK(20g - 3 f^) 6-52-F
-Mp4 = «e4 =
Ah
2EK(©4 - 3 ^ ) 6-52-G
II m 4E =
Ah
2EK(20jj - 3 J1) 6-52-H
M12 = -«13 "
Ai Ap
2EK(201 + 02 - 3 £=• +3 6-52-1
«2l = - “31 =
A12EK(0X + 20g - 3 ^ + 3  j^) 6-52-J
-*24 = m34
Ap Ah




2EK(©3 + 204 -3 jf- +3 i^) 6-52-L
Torsional Equations
H £ II T1B = 1.594eK01 6-53-A
"t3H “ T2C = 1.594EK©2 6-53-B
H II ” T2D = 1.594EK03 6-53-C
t4F “ " T4E = 1.594EK04 6-53-D
T13 = - T12=-T31=T21= i-594EK(e1-e3)
6-53-E
-T34=T24=t43=-t 42= 1.594EK(e2-e4 ) 6-53-F
Joint Equations
For Joint 1,
M1A + M :L2 + T1B + T13 0 6-5^-A
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"1A + "A1 , '"IB - ".1 » U  + "=■! r
For Joint 2,
^ 1 + + T2C + t24 = 0 6-54-C
+ + T21 + T2D “ 0 6-54-D









m43 + H^e  + t 42 + T4F * 0 6-54-F
M43+ **34 . ~m 42“*^ 24 M4E ^  “**4F“*%4 =0 6-54-G 
L L E L
(4) Substituting moment equations and torsional equations 
into joint equations, the seven simultaneous linear equations 
can be written and solved in the matrix forms
11.2 2 -1.6 0 0 6 0 ®i 0
0 -6 0 0 24 -12 0 ®a 1
2 11.2 0 1 h-1 • o -6 0 0 ®3 PL
” 2ffi
0
■1.6 0 CVI•ON 0 0 6 e4 0
3 0 0 -3 -6 24 -6 a,A 0
0 -•1.6 2 11.2 0 -6 0 V 0
0 0 3 0 0 -6 12 Ajj/L 0
(5) The solutions of the matrix 4re
r  ® i i
~ 0 . 288~
®2 0 .4 5 6
®3 - 0 .3 2 3J
®4
PL
“ 2 E K O .2 8 3
A XA 0 .6 8 0
V 1 0 .2 9 9
A j^ A _ 0 .2 3 0 _
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(6) Bending moments and torsions 
A. Bending moments
MA1 = -*%1 = 0.350EK 6-57-A
m i a = - M1B = 0.293EK 6-57-B
“h 3 = - “02 = 0.115EK 6-57-C
“SH = - “sc = 0.0502EK 6-57-D
* ^ 3  = “d2 = -0.0882EK 6-57-E
_M3G = “2D = 0.003EK 6-57-F
- % 4  = “E4 = -0.0814EK 6-57-G
n&* = -0.0248EK 6-57-H
IIOJHX - M13 = -0.253EK 6-57-1
^ i  = - M 31 = -0.104EK 6-57-J
= *34 = -0.238EK 6-57-K
II2* M*3 = -0.117EK 6-57-L
Torsions
-T1A = t ib = -0.0461EB 6-58-A
'T3H = T2c = 0.0730EK 6-58-B
T3G “ "T2D =■ -0.0517EK 6-58-C
t 4F “ _TlfE = 0.0453EK 6-58-D
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T13 = " T12 = °- 0056EK 6-58-E
T31 = * T2 l “  -0.0056EK
6-58-F
ilCO T2jf -  0.0277EK 6-58-G
*t 43 “ T42 = -0.0277EK 6-58-H
9*
C h a p te r V I I  
R E S U L T S
T h e  e x te n s iv e  n u m e ric a l s o lu t io n s  o f  th e  s lo p e - d e f le c t io n  
m ethod have been in tro d u c e d  i n  th e  fo rg o in g  c h a p te r and th e  
r e s u l t s  in d ic a te  t h a t  th e  m ethod i s  a p p lic a b le  i n  s la b  a n a ly s is  
Th e  r e s u l t s  o f  th e  n u m e ric a l m ethod o f  s lo p e - d e f le c t io n  w i t h  
t o r s io n a l  e f f e c t  f o r  th e  e le v e n  c a se s r e f e r r i n g  th e  d e f le c t io n  
a re  g iv e n  i n  t h i s  c h a p te r. Th e  t h e o r e t ic a l  s o lu t io n  fro m  
C h a p te r V i s  c a lc u la te d  and th e  r e s u l t s  have been u se d  
a s t h e o r e t ic a l  v a lu e s .  N u m e ric a l v a lu e s  a re  p lo t t e d  and  
r e s u l t s  compared i n  F ig .  7 : 2  th ro u g h  7 : l i ­
l t  i s  a p p a re n t t h a t  th e  e la s t i c  c u rv e s  o f  th e  t h e o r e t ic a l  
c a lc u la t io n  and n u m e ric a l c a lc u la t io n s  a re  n o t  id e n t ic a l  
f o r  a l l  ca ses a s  f a r  as c o m p a riso n  i s  c o nc e rne d . No c o m p a riso n  
i s  made f o r  Case JX , X and x i i n  w h ic h  a sq u a re  c e n t r a l  
o p e n in g  i s  g iv e n  s in c e  th e re  i s  no  dependable s o lu t io n s  
e x i s t .  I t  i s  se e n  fro m  Case V I I  t h a t  th e re  i s  v e ry  c lo s e  
ag reem ent betw een th e  t h e o r e t ic a l  and n u m e ric a l s o lu t io n s ,  
b u t  i n  Case I I  th e re  i s  a f a i r l y  la rg e  d i f fe r e n c e  i n  th e  
c e n t r a l  d e f le c t io n .  S in c e  Case I I  i s  a s im p le  edge c o n d it io n  
and Case V I I  i s  a clamped edge c o n d it io n  i t  i s  p o s s ib le  
t h a t  some a ssu m p tio n  made i n  th e  a n a ly s i s  i s  m ore i n  agreem ent 
w i t h  th e  l a t t e r  th a n  th e  fo rm e r c o n d it io n .  I t  i s  p ro b a b le  
t h a t  th e  m ethod o f  d e te rm in in g  j o i n t  lo a d  a c c o u n ts  f o r  a 
la rg e  p a r t  o f  th e  d isa g re e m e n t. T h e  approach o f  th e  j o i n t  
lo a d  h a s  been d is c u s s e d  i n  C h a p te r I I I .  J o in t  lo a d  o b ta in e d  
fro m  ta k in g  i n t o  account th e  c o n t in u i t y  o f  s la b  i s  g iv e n  i n  
Case I I I .  Case I I  show s th e  j o i n t  c a r ry in g  th e  lo a d  on a 
c o rre s p o n d in g  e q u iv a le n t  a re a  o f  s la b  -  th e  s im p le  p a n e l 
lo a d . F ro m  th e s e  tw o  c a se s th e  e la s t i c  c u rv e s  c le a r ly  show  
t h a t  th e  one w h ic h  ta k e s  c o n t in u i t y  i n t o  a c c oun t *s  i n  
much b e t t e r  agreem ent w i t h  th e  t h e o r e t ic a l  r e s u l t s .
A n o th e r q u e s t io n a b le  p o in t  o r  th e  lo a d  a ssu m p tio n  i s  
shown i n  F ig .  Jz  1.
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1 3 - 5 1
(A) ( B )
F i g .  J :  1 Lo a d  D i s t r i b u t i o n
T h e  w r i t e r  a ssu m e s t h a t  th e  lo a d  due t o  a re a  A i s  c a r r ie d  
t o  s u p p o r t  P  d i r e c t l y  and t h a t  on a re a  B  i s  c a r r i e d ' d i r e c t l y  
t o  s u p p o r t  Q. Lo a d  on C i s  c a r r ie d  t o  p a n e l p o in t  R .  S in c e  
lo a d  o v e r  o n ly  th e  c e n t r a l  1 3 - 5  f t  s q u a re  o f  th e  1 8  f t  
sq u a re  s la b  i s  p e r m it te d  t o  bend th e  s la b  i t  i s  re a s o n a b le  
t o  e x p e c t d e f le c t io n  t o  be s m a l le r  th a n  t h e o r e t ic a l  v a lu e s  -  
e s p e c ia l ly  n e a r  th e  c e n te r .  I n  r e a l i t y ,  p a r t  o f  lo a d  A  and  
p a r t  o f  lo a d  B  a re  p ro b a b ly  ta k e n  t o  j o i n t  R  a s  p a n e l lo a d .
T h i s  c o u ld  a c c o u n t f o r  d i f f e r e n c e s  b e tw e e n  t h e o r e t ic a l  and  
n u m e r ic a l r e s u l t s .
I t  h a s  b e e n  s t a t e d  i n  C h a p te r I  t h a t  th e  a c c u ra c y  
depends on th e  num ber o f  g r i d  beams t h a t  h a ve  been ta k e n  
t o  a p p ro x im a te  th e  s la b .  One e x p la n a t io n  f o r  t h i s  i s  t h a t  th e  
c lo s e r  th e  s la b  d i v i s i o n s  th e  c lo s e r  th e  j o i n t  lo a d  can be  
o b ta in e d .
T h e  m a jo r  p ro b le m  i n  t h i s  m e th o d  o f  a n a ly s i s  i s  t h a t  
o f  f i n d i n g  th e  e l a s t i c  c u rv e  o f  th e  a c t u a l  s la b .  Moment 
c u rv e s  a re  o f  m a jo r  c o n c e rn  t o  th e  d e s ig n e r .  Once th e  
e q u a t io n s  f o r  s lo p e  and  d e f le c t io n  h a v e  b e e n  s o lv e d  m om ents 
may be fo u n d  a s  in d ic a te d  i n  s te p  9  o f  p ro c e d u re .
T h e  e l a s t i c  c u rv e s  f o r  n u m e r ic a l c a lc u la t io n  u s in g  s lo p e -  
d e f le c t io n  and g y r a t io n  m e th o d  and th e s e  f ro m  t h e o r e t ic a l  
































Fig. 7=2 Theoretical and Numerical Elastic Curvesfor Case II
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Fig. 7:3 Theoretical and Numerical Elastic Curves for
Case III
o----Numerical deflection
♦_---  Theoretical deflection
Distance from left support
9'
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-o----  Numerical deflection




18* by 18* 
Clamped Edges
Distance from left support
Fig. 7:5 Theoretical and Numerical Elastic 
Curves for Case V
Numerical deflection




















18* by 18* Clamped Edges













Figo 7 s 8 Theoretical and Numerical Elastic
Curves for Case VIII
<y Numerical deflection
. : r r i t - - * - .
, C s i l
Case IX 
18* by 18* 









181 by 18* 







Fig. 7:10 Numerical Elastic Curves for Case X
Numerical deflection








A method of analyzing single panels of building slabs 
or of plates has been presented. The method was developed 
and was illustrated in detail for one slab. Calculations 
and results for the other slabs was given. Results from the 
method developed in this paper have been compared with 
results by other by theoretical method.
The procedure has been reduced to a definite procedure 
that is not difficult to follow once the basic developement 
is understood. The solution involves solving a set of 
simultaneous linear equations. That part of the procedure 
is relatively easy if the digital computer is used; it is 
very laborous and time consuming if carried out by pencil 
and paper method.
The method permits solution of slab of any configuration; 
irregularities. present no particular difficulty. The slab 
may be square, oblong, circular or eliptical as long as 
the assumptions made in the derivations are fulfilled.
The cross sections of a strip may be constant or varied.
A symmetrical slab with nonsymmetrical load as 
Case XI, is more laborous to analyze than symmetrically 
loaded slab, inasmuch as the computations in the former 
case are more extensive. Assumptions of the direction for 
the elastic curves for angle change, moment and shear are 
tedious. But still, there is advantage for this slope- 
deflection-gyration method of analyzing building slabs 
because the knowledge available in setting up the simultaneous 
linear equation is more simple than other methods used.
The accuracy of this method of analysis depends on 
the initial assumptions, such as numbers of strip and 
equivalent joint loads. Since the slope-deflection method 
is a system of exact analysis, the solution is an exact 
as the assumptions made in setting up the equations. The
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elastic curves from theoretical calculation are compared with 
those developed from the method of this paper. The accuracy 
from two cases, i.e., simple edges and clamped edges, are 
carried as an example;
For simple edges Case I (Fig. 6:3)
At Joint 1 Deviation from theoretical=+l2.6 per cent 
At Joint 2 u « it =46.7 11 m
At Joint 5 11 » 11 =+3* 6 n »
For clamped edges Case V (Fig 7:5)
At Joint 1 Deviation from theoretical=-6.7 Per cent 
At Joint 2 11 it 11 =-10.2 tt it
At Joint 5 it « « =-10.5 11 tt
Positive indicates that values from the numerical solution is 
greater than those from the theoretical solution. This 
shows that the maximum deviation in the two cases compared 
occured in the simply supported slab. Note that deviation 
for simple slab diminishes toward center wherever it 
increases toward the center for the clamped slab. Moreover, 
the grid analysis in this paper, for the eleven cases, shows 
that the deviation is less than 15 per cent which is a 
reasonable result and is acceptable in engineering 
consideration.
The advantages of this method shows that the numerical 
values of angle change, deflection, moment and torsion are 
easily obtained once the solution from digital computer are 
seen. The computations of shear is not presented in the 
examples but it is easy to be introduced by using simple 
beam method which also corresponds with the joint equation 
analyzed in Chapter 6.
The method of analysis for building slab starts from 
the solid slab, and is extended to apply to the slabs with 
openings. The central opening is introduced in Cases IX 
and X. The method is also applied to slab with several 
openings - actually a continuous grid - as in Case XI, \diere 
the nine openings of slab essentially is another form of the 
typical grid system.
The digital computer controls the analysis of the method.
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That is the capacity of the computer controls the number of 
simultaneous linear equations that can be handled. This, in 
turn, limits the number of strips that may be set up on the 
slab. The limitation on number of strips probably plays . 
a large part in the percentage of error, although this 
is not clearly demonstrated in this paper.
Torsional effect is an important factor in this method. 
It is seen from latter part of Chapter 6, where torsional 
moments are tabulated, that the calculated torsionalogvalues are great enough not to be neglected. Pei comes to 
the same conclusion in discussing torsion in gridworks loaded 
normal to the plane of the grid. That the torsional 
rigidities of the bars should be taken into consideration in 
the solution of a gridwork appears to be justified.
The slope-deflection method is familiar to the engineer. 
It has a wide field of application. This paper shows that 
the use of the slope-deflection-gyration method of analysis 
for slabs is feasible and that the method may be applied to 
a variety of slab conditions. The results indicate that 
the range of deviation from exact methods is from 0 to ± 15 
per cent in deflection.
It is believed that greater accuracy can be obtained by 
increasing the number of strips for a given slab. Further 
research on density of strips and on panel loads is needed to 
bring out the influence of these two very important factors 
in behavior of the slab.
26. M:L. Pei, Discussion of “Orthogonal Gridworks Loaded 
Normally To Their"Plane", Journal of ASCE Aug. I960
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A P P E N D I X
Theoretical Calculations for Solid Square Slabs 
with Various Edge Conditions











1 .00063071 .00005317 1 .00041293 .00001977
2 .00113937 . 00016528’ 2 .00077172 .00008123
3 .00146242 .00025085' 3 .00104407 .00014120
4 ,00157257 .00028133 4 .00121282 .00018121
5 .00210528 .00045592'. 0 5 .00126985 .00019498
6. .00270220 .00067992' 6 ,00146790 .00025313
7 .00290574 .00076035 7 .00198594 .00041860
8 .00353059 .00101144 8 .00230692 .00053066
9 .00379654 .00113212, 9 .00241541 .00056972
10 .00410934 .00126752 10 .00273341 .00068583
• 11 .00317520 .00086810












N O T A T I O N
A , B n* n
a, b
Arbitrary coefficients





Carry over factor 





€x> € y 
F
Elongation in x and y direction 
Angular flexibility
G (1) Angular carry" over value (2) Shearing modulus 
of elasticity
h Thickness of the plate
I Moment of inertia
K
L









Bending moment at section x
Static moment
Fixed end moment
Total bending momept due to uniform load of intensity w
I* 3 9 3$ °c 
Joint load
q







Vertical shearing forces parallel to x and y direction 
Reactions at A and B
Reaction at A and B due to transverse load only 










W* N* S* E 









Directions west., north* south and east 
Generlized coordinates 
Distance from neutral axis 
slope(angle of twist)
Potential energy 
Total potential energy 
Deflection
Angular load function
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China, the son of Wu Ko-Pi and Wu Yu-Si. He graduated from 
the Provincial Hsinchu Middle School, Hsinchu, Taiwan, China 
in 1951 after which he entered the National Taiwan University 
in the Department of Civil Engineering and received Bachelor 
of Science degree in 1956. Since his graduation, he spent 
one and one half years in the military duties in the Navy 
Headquarters in Taipei, Taiwan. The following eighteen 
months he worked in structural design for the extension 
works of Taipei regional water supply system and came to 
the U. S. A. on early September 1959 when he entered the 
graduate school of University of Missouri, School of Mines 
And Metallurgy in the Department of Civil Engineering.
